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ABSTRACT: The improved multigrain model was used to simulate the gas phase poly-
merization of butadiene catalyzed by low-, medium-, and high-activity catalysts, re-
spectively. For the low-activity catalyst, the mass and heat transfer resistances in the
particle were negligible. The morphology of the polymeric particles was uniform. For
the medium-activity catalyst, the overall mass transfer effectiveness was . 90%, the
maximal temperature rise was 8K, and the heat transfer resistance in the particle was
negligible. Mass transfer resistance does not affect the morphology of product particle
significantly. For the high-activity catalyst, the overall mass transfer effectiveness was
within the range of 70–96%, the morphology of the product particle was affected by the
mass transfer resistance to some extent. The maximal temperature rise was 21K; the
heat transfer resistance in the particle was negligible as well. However, there was some
severe mass transfer resistance in the particle, and the maximal temperature rise was
# 30K for the large catalyst particle with the same activity. Thus, the polymeric
particle morphology was comparatively poor, with the occurrence of particle softening
and sticking. © 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 81: 730–741, 2001
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INTRODUCTION

Simulations of gas phase polymerization of buta-
diene catalyzed by low-, medium-, and high-activ-
ity catalysts were performed, respectively, using
the improved multigrain model. The simulations
include mainly the effects of reaction conditions
and the properties of catalysts on the growth rate
of polymeric particle, heat and mass transfer re-
sistance, and the morphology of the polymeric
particle.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF
SIMULATION

Simulation of Low-Activity Catalyst

Simulations are made with the gas phase poly-
merization of butadiene carried out by Junzi et al.
Both the main catalyst and the cocatalyst are
supported on silica. A reversible initiation mech-
anism of the active sites by monomer was pro-
posed for the polymerization, and the relevant
reaction parameters and kinetic constants are
presented in Tables I and II.1

Effect of Temperature

Simulations of the effect of temperature on poly-
merization rate are shown in Figure 1. The sim-
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ulations are clearly in good agreement with the
experimental results.

For the supported catalyst, the value of the
overall polymerization rate, as well as the shape
of its curve, depend on many chemical and phys-
ical factors. There are generally three types of
overall polymerization rate curve: acceleration
type, decay type, and hybrid type. The physical
factors include the mass and heat transfer resis-
tance in the polymer particle boundary layer and
in the polymeric particle itself, whereas the chem-
ical factors include the initiation of the active
sites, propagation, and deactivation of the active
sites. Moreover, the physical properties of the cat-
alyst, including particle size, porosity, and the
loading of active sites, and reaction conditions,
such as temperature and monomer pressure, will
affect the heat and mass transfer resistance, and
thus the shape of the curve of the overall poly-
merization rate.

The mass transfer in the polymeric particle
includes two procedures: first in the interstices
between the microparticles and then within the
microparticles. Thus, the overall monomer trans-
fer effectiveness is defined as
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where [Meq,s]Mb
is the monomer concentration of

sorption equilibrium at the surface of the macro-

particle corresponding [M]b and [M]c is the mono-
mer concentration at the catalyst surface.

Figure 2 demonstrates the overall monomer
transfer effectiveness for various temperatures of
, 2 atm. It is shown that all hmacro are . 99.8%,

Table I Reaction Conditions

pBD (atm) 1.5–3.0
Tb (°C) 40–70
Mb (mol/L) 0.0607–0.1054
C0

* (mol Nd/g cat) 3 3 1025

Table II Rate Constants of Elementary Reactions in the Intrinsic Kinetic Model

T (°C) kf (1023 L polymer mol21 s21) kb (1023 s21) kp (L polymer mol Nd21 s21) kd (1023 s21)

40 7.2 6.1 1.69 28.22
50 49.9 18.8 1.99 33.21
60 9.6 1.2 2.30 38.39
70 270.9 71.7 2.39 39.90

Figure 1 Comparison of the experimental results
(dots) and simulation results (lines) at , 2 atm. (a) 40°
and 60°C; (b) 50° and 70°C.
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indicating that mass transfer resistance is negli-
gible for the catalyst of low activity, in both the
macroparticle and the microparticle. Practical
simulations indicate that the mass transfer resis-
tance in the polymeric particle boundary layer is
also negligible.

The temperature rise of the polymeric particle
versus time is shown in Figure 3, with Tc and Tb
the temperatures at the center of the particle and
the bulk of the gas phase, respectively. It is shown
that the maximal temperature rise is only 0.025K
for the low-activity catalyst. This indicates that
the heat transfer resistance is negligible both in
the macroparticle and at the external layer and
that the temperature of the polymeric particle is
almost equal to that in the reactor.

From the above analysis, it may be concluded
that there is nearly no transfer resistance in the

polymeric particle, and that the polymerization is
controlled by kinetics for the low-activity catalyst.
Thus, the growth factor of the microparticles and
the local void fraction are uniform across the mac-
roparticle, and the local void fraction remains
nearly the value of the original catalyst, as dem-
onstrated in Figures 4 and 5.

Effect of Monomer Pressure

The effect of monomer pressure on polymerization
rate at 50°C is presented in Figure 6. Similarly,
increasing monomer pressure does not lead to a
serious temperature rise in the polymeric parti-
cle. Practical simulations indicate that the maxi-
mal temperature rise is only 0.08K at , 5 atm.
The morphology of the polymeric particle, includ-

Figure 2 Overall mass transfer effectiveness factor
versus time (2 atm).

Figure 3 Temperature rise of the polymeric particle
( p 5 2 atm).

Figure 4 Profiles of microparticle growth factor at 30,
300, 3000, and 7200 s (50°C, 2 atm).

Figure 5 Predicted overall void fraction for growing
polymer particle vs time ( p 5 2 atm).
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ing the distribution of the growth factor of the
microparticles and the local void fraction across
the macroparticle, was not affected by monomer
pressure for this type of catalyst because increas-
ing monomer pressure can diminish mass trans-
fer resistance in gas phase polymerization.

Effect of Loading of Active Sites

For the supported catalyst, increasing the loading
of the active sites generally leads to a high poly-
merization rate. Clearly, overloading of the active
sites will lead to inefficient usage. Various inves-
tigators have observed that the yield per gram of
transitional metal decreased with loading, hyper-
bolically or even exponentially. This may result

from clustering or pore blockage, or simply when
the reaction becomes diffusion controlled.3

For polymerization of olefins, almost all cata-
lysts employed today have site concentrations
within the range of 1025–1024 mol/g cat.3 In the
above simulations, the site concentration is 3
3 1025 mol/g cat. The simulations shown in Fig-
ures 7 and 8 are made for two cases that have site
concentrations of 9 3 1025 and 1.8 3 1024 mol/g
cat. Figure 8 shows that the reaction is still con-
trolled by kinetics, even if loading of the active
sites becomes 6 times its original value.

Thus, polymerization rate increases propor-
tionally with the loading of active sites. Moreover,
increasing the loading of active sites does not lead
to a serious temperature rise in the polymeric
particle. The morphology of the polymeric particle

Figure 7 Effect of active site loading on polymeriza-
tion rate (50°C, 2 atm).

Figure 8 Overall macroparticle mass transfer effec-
tiveness at different active site loading (50°C, 2 atm).

Figure 9 Overall monomer transfer effectiveness for
catalyst particles of different diameters.

Figure 6 Effect of monomer pressure on polymeriza-
tion rate at 50°C.
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is also not significantly affected by the site con-
centration.

Effect of Size of Catalyst Particle

The size of the catalyst particle may also exert
significant effects on polymerization behavior.
With a high-activity catalyst, serious transfer re-
sistance exists in the large catalyst particle size
resulting in the change of the shape of the rate
curve from a decay type to a hybrid type. But for
gas phase polymerization of butadiene catalyzed
by a low-activity catalyst, the size of the catalyst
particle does not affect the mass transfer in the
polymer particle significantly, as shown in Figure 9.

For gas phase polymerization, the heat trans-
fer in the large catalyst particle is always a con-
sideration that warrants attention. In the poly-
merization of olefins, there is a significant tem-
perature rise in large particles of high activity,
which might approach the softening or melting

point of the polymer, resulting in particle soften-
ing, agglomeration, and sticking.2 Figure 10 dem-
onstrates the tendency toward a more pronounced
temperature rise in the larger particle. However,
the value of the temperature rise is actually
small, because the activity of the catalyst is rela-
tively low.

Several conclusions may be drawn from these
findings: for the low-activity catalyst used in this
simulation whose overall polymerization rate con-
stant is ; 20 L/mol site s, the transfer resistance
is negligible, and the reaction is controlled by
kinetics. The morphology of the polymer particle
is uniform and the overheating of the particle
may not occur.

Simulation of Medium-Activity Catalyst

K.H. Reichert carried out the gas phase polymer-
ization of butadiene catalyzed by a medium-activ-

Table III Parameters for Butadiene Gas-Phase
Polymerization*

T (K) 293–323
P (atm) 2–2.7
kp

0 (L/mol sites) 1.6 3 104

Ep (J/mol) 2.4 3 104

kd
0 (L/s) 1.5 3 104

Ed (J/mol) 5.0 3 104

rcat (kg/m3) 623
C0

* (mol sites/kg cat) 1.8 3 1021

* Carried out by K.H. Reichert.

Figure 10 Temperature rise for catalyst particles of
different diameters.

Figure 11 Effect of temperature on polymerization
rate (a) and on polymeric particle growth rate (b) , 2
atm.
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ity catalyst whose active sites are initiated in-
stantaneously. The relevant reaction parameters
and kinetic constants are presented in Table
III.5,6

The effects of temperature on polymerization
rate and the growth rate of the polymeric particle
are presented in Figure 11. It can been seen that
the activity of the catalyst is relatively high, and
the polymeric particle may grow # 18 times the
original size of the catalyst particle.

Figures 12 and 13 demonstrate that the overall
mass transfer effectiveness decreases to 90% at
the beginning of polymerization; the mass trans-
fer resistance is not serious for the medium-activ-
ity catalyst. With time, the mass transfer resis-
tance decreases, producing flattened profiles in

the monomer concentration. Figure 13 also shows
that the monomer concentration gradient in the
external layer, DM, is about 5% at the beginning
of the polymerization, indicating that the mass
transfer resistance in the external layer is not
also serious. With time, the mass transfer resis-
tance in the external layer gradually becomes
negligible, as the area for the mass transfer in-
creases and the polymerization rate decays.

It also can be seen in Figure 11 that at , 2 atm,
the polymerization rate at 70°C is lower than that
at 50°C, which is unexpected. The reason for this
phenomenon is that the activation energy for de-
activation of the active sites is greater than that
for propagation (Table III). Thus, when the tem-
perature is increased kd increases to a greater

Figure 14 Modeling of macroparticle heat transfer
resistance. (a) Profiles of temperature at 0.5, 5, 30, 300,
s at 50°C, 2 atm; (b) temperature rise vs. time at 40, 50,
60, 70°C at , 2 atm.

Figure 12 Comparison of overall monomer transfer
effectiveness at different temperature (2 atm).

Figure 13 Profiles of macroparticle monomer concen-
tration for 50° and 70°C (2 atm).
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extent than kp, leading to the decrease of the
polymerization rate at higher temperature. The
mass transfer resistance is affected by this effect
directly, as demonstrated in Figure 12. The mass
transfer resistance at the higher polymerization
rate is more serious than that at lower polymer-
ization rate.

Figure 14 demonstrates that for the medium-
activity catalyst, the maximal temperature rise in
the polymer particle is up to ; 8K at the begin-
ning of polymerization, although the heat trans-
fer resistance in the polymer particle is also neg-
ligible. The temperature in the polymer particle
decreases quickly to the same temperature as
that in the reactor itself, as the polymerization
rate decays gradually and the area for the heat
transfer increases with time. Thus, particle soft-
ening and agglomeration will not occur.

For slurry polymerization, the mass transfer
resistance is significant (with the value of Dl
within the range of 1026–1025 cm2/s); Hutchin-
son’s simulations indicated that4 the growth fac-
tor of the microparticles in the outer shell is 60%
larger than that in the interior shells for a cata-
lyst of similar activity. This effect is not as signif-
icant for gas phase polymerization of butadiene
catalyzed by a catalyst of similar activity (Fig.
15), because the mass transfer resistance is rela-
tively small, with (the value of Dl within the
range of 1023–1024 cm2/s).

The effect of reaction conditions on the local
void fraction of the macroparticle is presented in
Figure 16. At the beginning of polymerization, the
difference of the growth rate of the microparticles

across the macroparticle leads to an uneven dis-
tribution of the void fraction. The microparticles
in the outer shells grow at higher rate than do
those in the interior shells, leading to separation
of microparticle layers and an increased void frac-
tion. However, microparticle growth rates become
more uniform across the particle as the concen-
tration gradients disappear with time; the void
fraction decreases back toward the value of the
original catalyst. The effect of temperature on the
overall void fraction may be reflected from the
effect of the polymerization rate: a higher poly-
merization rate results in a higher overall void
fraction, whereas a lower polymerization rate re-
sults in a lower overall void fraction, which is also
similar to the case in slurry polymerization of
olefins.

Figure 16 Predicted void fraction for growing poly-
mer particle. (a) radial profiles at 30, 300, 3000 s for
reactions at 50° and 70°C at , 2 atm; (b) overall void
fraction vs. time.

Figure 15 Profiles of microparticle growth factors at
30, 300, 30,000 s for reactions at 50° and 70°C at , 2
atm.
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Simulation of High-Activity Catalyst

To simulate the behavior of gas phase polymer-
ization of butadiene completely, a high-activity
catalyst, similar to the activity of the high-activ-
ity catalysts used in heterogeneous polymeriza-

tion of propylene, is applied to the gas phase
polymerization of butadiene. The polymerization
has the same kinetic model as that of the poly-
merization discussed for the low-activity catalyst
described earlier. The relevant reaction parame-
ters and propagation rate constant kp are tabu-
lated in Table IV, and the other three kinetic rate
constants kd, kf, and kb, which are related to the
initiation and deactivation of the active sites,
have the same values as those of their counter-
parts described in the section, Simulation of Low-
Activity Catalyst.

Effect of Monomer Pressure

The effect of monomer pressure on polymerization
rate and the growth rate of the polymeric particle

Table IV Modeling Parameters for Gas-Phase
Polymerization of Butadiene With
High-Activity Catalyst

P (atm) 2–5.5
Tb (K) 323.15
Mb (mol/L) 0.0756–0.205
kp (L/mol site) 6000
C0

* (mol site/m3 cat) 18.69

Figure 17 Curve of polymerization rate (a) and poly-
mer particle growth rate (b) for high-activity catalyst at
50°C.

Figure 18 Comparison of mass transfer effectiveness
of low-, medium-, and high-activity catalysts (50°C, 2
atm).

Figure 19 Profiles of macroparticle monomer concen-
tration , 2 and 5.5 atm (50°C).
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is presented in Figure 17. It can been seen that
the activity of the catalyst is so high that the
polymer particle may even grow # 40 times the
original size of the catalyst particle.

For a high-activity catalyst, the extent to which
the mass and heat transfer resistance affect po-
lymerization behavior, including polymerization
rate, molecular weight, and distribution is always
a primary concern. Thus, the overall monomer
transfer effectiveness for the low-, medium-, and
high-activity catalysts are compared in Figure 18.
It can be seen that the overall monomer mass
transfer effectiveness for the high-activity cata-
lyst is within a lower range of 70–96% throughout
polymerization, as compared with the low- and

medium-activity catalyst. Figure 19 also demon-
strates that at the beginning of the polymeriza-
tion, the monomer concentration gradient DM in
the external layer is less than 10%, which indi-
cates that the mass transfer resistance in the
external layer becomes relatively pronounced, but
not serious. Figure 20 shows that the effect of
decreasing the mass transfer resistance by in-
creasing monomer pressure is not obvious. Thus,
the mass transfer resistance for the high-activity
catalyst affects the shape of the curve of the po-
lymerization rate and the morphology of the poly-
meric particle to a greater extent than do the low,
medium activity catalysts. But the effect is not so
significant as in slurry polymerization with cata-
lyst of similar activity.

For this high-activity catalyst, increasing
monomer pressure, which will not affect the mass
transfer resistance and the morphology of the
polymeric particle significantly, can result in a
serious temperature rise in the polymeric parti-
cle. The maximal temperature rise in the particle
, 2 atm is 7K, while the temperature rise under
5.5 atm is # 21K, as demonstrated in Figure 21.
The temperature rise decreases to , 5K in 10
min, as the mass transfer resistance is relatively
serious, leading to a lower monomer concentra-
tion in the particle at the beginning of polymer-
ization; the polymerization rate decays gradually,
and the area for the heat transfer increases with
time. Thus, particle softening and agglomeration
will not occur. This analysis is made for catalyst
particles of 60-mm diameter. It may be concluded
that the general particle will not soften or ag-
glomerate for gas phase polymerization of buta-
diene.

Figure 20 Effect of pressure on monomer transfer
effectiveness at 50°C for high-activity catalyst.

Figure 21 Effect of pressure on growing particle tem-
perature rise (50°C).

Figure 22 Effect of catalyst particle diameter on po-
lymerization rate.
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Effect of the Size of Catalyst Particle

In gas phase polymerization of olefins for the
high-activity catalyst, serious mass transfer re-
sistance occurs in the large particle. Figure 22
demonstrates the effect of catalyst diameter on
the rate of polymerization. The shape of the poly-
merization rate curve for the large catalyst parti-
cle has some characteristics of the acceleration
type, indicating the existence of serious mass
transfer resistance qualitatively. Figure 23 dem-
onstrates this point quantitatively.

The serious mass transfer resistance in the
macroparticle results in the uneven polymeriza-
tion rate across the macroparticle. Thus, the local
void fraction is also uneven, as shown in Figure 24.

The distribution of growth factors of micropar-
ticles across the macroparticle is presented in

Figure 25. It can been seen that the difference of
the growth factors of microparticles in the inter-
nal and external shell is large at the beginning of
polymerization because of the serious mass trans-
fer resistance. The growth factor of microparticles
in the outermost shell is 2 times that at the center
of the macroparticle. The difference becomes less
severe gradually with time, but it still remains at
25% at the end of polymerization.

As mentioned above, overheating will not occur
for the general polymer particle for the gas phase
polymerization of butadiene. However, this is not
the case for large particles. Figure 26 indicates
that the maximal temperature rises to # 30K at
the beginning of polymerization, which will result
in softening of the particle. This phenomenon is

Figure 24 Effect of catalyst diameter on particle void
fraction. (a) Radial profiles at 30, 300, 3000 s (dc 5 100
mm) (b) overall void fraction vs. time.

Figure 23 Effect of catalyst diameter on mass trans-
fer resistance. (a) mass transfer effectiveness for cata-
lysts of different diameter; (b) monomer concentration
profiles for catalyst of diameter 100 mm.
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independent of the capacity of heat removal of the
reactor itself. Furthermore, the morphology of the
polymer product over the large catalyst particle is
poor. Thus, the large-diameter catalyst particle is
undesirable in preparation of the catalyst.

Effect of Void Fraction of Catalyst Particle

It is useful to examine the effect of the initial void
fraction of the catalyst particle on polymerization
behavior, because the diffusivity within the mac-
roparticle is proportional to the void fraction,4 as
stated above. The above simulations are for the
catalyst particle with e0 5 0.3. Here simulations
are made for the catalyst particle with e0 5 0.2
and 0.4, in order to examine the effects of e0 on

polymerization rate, the overall mass transfer ef-
fectiveness, and the overall void fraction of the
product particle, which are presented in Figures
27–29. The results indicate that the mass trans-
fer resistance increases and the polymerization
rate decreases as e0 decreases. However, e0 does
not affect the polymerization behavior as signifi-
cantly as does the size of the catalyst particle does.

Figure 29 demonstrates that the overall void
fraction of the product particle is dependent
mainly on the initial void fraction of the catalyst
particle e0. Although the catalyst of e0 5 0.2 has
the lowest final void fraction, it shows the largest
increase relative to the initial value. This is be-
cause of the more severe mass transfer limita-
tions for the low-porosity particle.

Figure 25 Profiles of microparticle growth factor for
large catalyst particle (dc 5 100 mm).

Figure 26 Effect of catalyst diameter on temperature
rise of growing polymer particle.

Figure 27 Effect of catalyst void fraction on polymer-
ization rate.

Figure 28 Effect of catalyst void fraction on overall
mass transfer effectiveness.
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CONCLUSIONS

Simulations were made of the gas phase polymer-
ization of butadiene catalyzed by low-, medium-,
and high-activity catalysts, respectively, using
the improved multigrain model. The following
conclusions may be drawn:

1. For the low-activity catalyst, the polymer-
ization was controlled by kinetics. The
morphology of the polymeric particle was
uniform.

2. For the medium-activity catalyst, the over-
all mass transfer effectiveness was . 90%;
the maximal temperature rise was 8K, and
the heat transfer resistance in the particle
was negligible. Mass transfer resistance
does not significantly affect the morphol-
ogy of the product particle.

3. For the high-activity catalyst, the overall
mass transfer effectiveness was 70–96%;
the morphology of product particle was af-
fected by the mass transfer resistance to
some extent. The maximal temperature
rise was 21K; the heat transfer resistance
in the particle was also negligible. How-
ever, some severe mass transfer resistance
in the particle was demonstrated, and the
maximal temperature rise was # 30K for
large catalyst particle with the same activ-
ity. Thus, the polymeric particle morphol-
ogy becomes comparatively poor, and par-
ticle softening and sticking will occur.

NOMENCLATURE

C* concentration of active sites, mol site
m23 cat or mol site g21 cat

C0
* concentration of active sites at time zero,

mol site m23 cat or mol site g21 cat
Db bulk diffusivity of monomer, cm2 s21

Dl effective diffusivity in the macropar-
ticle, cm2 s21

Ds effective diffusivity in the micropar-
ticle, cm2 s21

dp diameter of the polymer particle, mm
EA or Ep activation energy for propagation, kJ

mol21

kb rate constant of the deformation of ac-
tive centers, s21

kd rate constant of deactivation of the ac-
tive site, s21

kf rate constant of the formation of active
centers, L polymer mol21 s21

kp propagation rate constant, L polymer
mol site21 s21

Mb bulk monomer concentration, mol L21

Mc monomer concentration at catalyst
surface, mol L polymer21

DM monomer concentration gradient in
the external layer

Rp overall polymerization rate, g BD g
cat21 h21

Tb temperature in the reactor, K

GREEK SYMBOLS

e0 void fraction of catalyst particle
el(Ll,t) void fraction of macroparticle
hmacro overall monomer mass transfer effec-

tiveness
rcat density of catalyst particle, kg m23

fs microparticle growth factor
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